
                                          ANNEXURE SPECIFICATION OF BARRIER  
 
General Descriptions : 

 
Barrier system at the entrance/exit should provide secure and reliable obstacle to the vehicles 
traveling in both directions. In order to provide the desirable protection, the following perimeter 
security components shall be installed:-  

  
            (a)      K4 crash rated electro Hydraulic based boom barrier.   
            (b)      Controllers and logic circuits.  
            (c)      Associated accessories.  
 
1.0   SCOPE:    
 

a) All civil, mechanical and electrical work related to erection  and commissioning  of barrier 
including surface preparation, for mounting of barriers, leveling of the floor, cable lying, 
termination etc. are in supplier scope. 

 
b) All materials required for erection are in scope of supplier.  

 
c) Complete detailed drawings of the system along with bill of material shall be supplied by the 

supplier along with the system. 
 

d) Complete Operational and maintenance manual shall be supplied by the supplier including the 
troubleshooting guide. 

 
2.0 Crash Test : 
 

1. It should be duly crash tested barrier  as per IWA 14-1 :2013 with less than or equal to 0.5 meters 
dynamic penetration. It should efficient to withstand the front impact of minimum 6.8 Ton (or 
more) vehicle traveling at the speed of 48 kmph (K4 rating) with less than or equal to 0.5 meters 
dynamic penetration.  

 
2. The bidders should submit the physical crash test certificates (not more than five year old) issued 

by authorized premier testing agencies in the name of OEM’s for the respective model no as 
quoted for (KARCO/TRL/MIRA/CTS) or any NABL accredited lab . Complete contact details of 
issuing agency to be given for independent validation. In case of imported product bidder, need to 
furnish a copy of Bill of Lading and certificate of origin.  

 
3.0       Specification of K4 rated  boom barrier   
 
Ratting K4 rated 
Barrier Type Crash boom barrier 
Mechanism Electro- Hydraulic 
Length of barrier 5 meter 
Height Height of the barrier should be minimum 950mm or 

as specified in the crash test certificate as measured 
from top of the foundation frame to the top of the 
barrier 

Operating temperature -10 to +60 degree Celsius 
Power supply    415 V AC( +10 %) , 3 phase, 50Hz 
Speed    6 to 8 second ( operation time for close to open and 

vise versa ) 
Operative option Push button, Remote control and manual 
Protective Class IP 66 
In case of power failure Manual operation  feature shall be available 
Material of construction High tensile carbon steel 
Safety Mechanism Sensors for human and vehicular shall be available . 

As a standard accessory along with visual and 
audible warning lamp 

Activated warning light activated warning light while barrier in operation 
 
 
 
 
 


